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1 The following statements are either true or false. Write the word true or 
false beside each statement in the table below.

Statement true/false

Overloaded methods in a class must have the same return type.

Constructors in a class are used to initialise the data members of 
an object and can be overloaded.
A static method or static variable in a class can be accessed using 
the class name and without creating an instance of the class.
A class that is defined as abstract must only contain abstract 
members.
In exception handling code, the finally block is always executed 
regardless of whether an exception is thrown or not.
The output from the following pseudo code is 99. 

(main method)
void main(){
  int [] nums = new int[5]
  nums[4] = 99
  amendArray (nums)
  output nums[4]
}
void amendArray (int [] nums){
  nums[4] = 100
}

[6]

2 (a) A linear / sequential search may be used to locate a required value in 
an array. 

  (i) Give one reason why this is not efficient when searching a large 
sorted array.

[1]

  (ii) Name an efficient technique, with which you are familiar, that is 
recommended for searching a large sorted array.

[1]
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 (b) Using this technique, write a method that, given a large sorted integer 
array and a target value, will search the array and return the target 
array index if found or −1 if it is not found.

[8]
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3 Pizza Hub makes small, medium and large margherita pizzas to which 
customers may add up to four extra toppings. The range of toppings 
available is numbered from 1 to 9.

 (a) A pizza class is required to hold details of requested pizza types. 
Given the following fields for this class:

  class Pizza{
      private String pizzaCode;
      private int noRequested;

  (i) Write the code for the parameterised / field constructor for the 
class Pizza.

[3]
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  (ii) To speed up service at the Pizza Hub and to help distinguish 
boxed pizzas, a pizza code has been devised indicating the size 
of the pizza and toppings, if any, requested by a customer. 

   Example: S2, M538, L1447 and L are all valid pizza codes. Note 
the first letter denotes the size (S, M, L) and any following digits  
(1−9) the required toppings (maximum of four).

   Write the class method ValidPizza that will return true if the pizza 
code is valid, and false if it is not.

[8]
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  (iii) Using the pricing table below, write the class method PizzaCost 
that will return the cost of a pizza.

   Example: the price of a small pizza with 2 additional toppings is 
9.50 (6.50 + 3.00) 

Size Standard margherita £ Extra toppings £ (each)

S  6.50 1.50

M 10.00 1.50 + 50% increase

L 12.50 1.50 + 90% increase

[7]
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 (b) To ensure that an invalid pizza object cannot be instantiated, a check 
of a pizza code should be performed by the Set/Property code. This 
will throw a customized exception, specifying details of any errors 
found, back to the calling program. 

  (i) Assuming a customized exception, PizzaException, has been 
designed, write the Set / Property code to check a pizza code.

[6]

  (ii) How would you ensure that the parameterised / field constructor 
would also reject an invalid pizza code?

[1]
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4 A class PizzaOrder, that makes use of the class Pizza from Question 3, is 
required to track customer orders, many of which are for multiple types of 
pizza. Orders may be for collection or ‘sit-in’. An extra charge of 50p per 
pizza is charged if sitting in.

 class PizzaOrder{
     private int orderNo;
     private Pizza[] pizzaArray;
     private Boolean sitIn;
     private String orderSurname;

 (a) How would the following items at position x of the pizza array be 
referenced?

  (i) The pizza code

[1]

  (ii) The number of pizzas requested for that pizza code

[1]

 (b) Write the code for the method, TotalNoPizzas, that will return the total 
number of pizzas in an order. 

  For example, a pizza order could contain a pizza array with the 
following values:

         pizzaCode noRequested
           M52 1
           S632 3
           L 1

  The total number of pizzas in this order is 5.
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[5]

 (c) Write the code for the method, OrderCost, that will return the full cost 
of a customer’s order. (Make use of the method, PizzaCost from 
Question 3. When considering ‘sit-in’, make use of TotalNoPizzas  
in 4(b).)

[7]
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 (d) Which three order details must be included in the return of the 
ToString method to aid the identification of the customer’s pizzas when 
boxed for collection?

[3]
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5 Insurance is an abstract base class. TravelInsurance and PetInsurance 
subclasses represent some of the different insurance policies offered by a 
local insurance company.

 (a) How does an abstract class differ from a standard base class?

[2]

 (b) A method, CalcInsurance, has been declared abstract in the Insurance 
base class. 

  (i) What significance will this have to the TravelInsurance and 
PetInsurance subclasses?

[2]

  (ii) Write the header for the class TravelInsurance.

[1]

  (iii) Write the header for the method CalcInsurance in the class 
TravelInsurance.

[2]

 (c) Name a data structure that may be used to hold insurance objects.

[1]
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6 (a) Describe what you understand by the object oriented term interface.

[3]

 (b) IComparable / Comparable are the C# and java names respectively 
for an interface that facilitates the comparison of two objects.

  A university stores details about registered personnel. The Person 
class implements the IComparable / Comparable interface as the 
university may require a list of personnel in alphabetical order of fields 
surname and forename.

  Write the method that must be implemented in the Person class to 
facilitate this requirement.

[6]
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7 A company charges for delivery of parcels based on the weight and the 
destination. Charges are applied as shown in the table below.

Weight 
(kg)

Cost per kg −− £

L – local N −− national I – international

< 26 0.50 0.75 1.00

26 − 49.99 0.75 0.90 1.25

50 + 1.00 1.50 2.50

 A class called Parcel has been designed with the following fields:

(C#)
class Parcel{
  private int referenceNo;
  private double  weight; // kgs
  private char zone;  // L –local, N –national, I –international
  private DateTime datePosted; // instantiated as current date
  private DateTime dateDelivered; // instantiated as MinValue 01/01/0001

(java)
public  class Parcel{
   int referenceNo;
   double  weight; // kgs
   char zone;  // L –local, N –national, I –international
   Date datePosted; // instantiated as current date
   Date dateDelivered; // instantiated as MinValue

 (a) Write the code for the class method, CalculateDeliveryCost, that will 
return the cost of delivery for a parcel.
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[7]

 (b) Write the code for a method, TrackDelivery, that will return a message 
including the date the parcel was delivered or, if not yet delivered, 
return a message including the number of days since the parcel was 
posted. 

  A parcel is not yet delivered if the dateDelivered still contains the initial 
minimum date value, DateTime.MinValue.

  The number of days since the parcel was posted is the current date 
minus the date posted.

  Notation for the current date:

  C#             DateTime.Now.Date 
  Java  Date() or  Calendar.getInstance()

[6]
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8 Customers of the parcel delivery company in Question 7 may choose to 
pay an additional cost for insurance of valuable parcels. This is charged at 
10% of the parcel’s value.

 ValuableParcel is a derived class of the class Parcel with the following 
declaration:

 (public class Valuableparcel extends Parcel{ //java header)
  class ValuableParcel : Parcel{          //C# header
    private String description;
    private double contentValue;

 (a) For the class ValuableParcel, write the code for the parameterised / 
field constructor.

[6]

 (b) For the class ValuableParcel, write the code for the modified method, 
CalculateDeliveryCost, that will return the delivery cost of a valuable 
parcel.

[6]
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